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Abstract
Current trends in high-performance parallel computers
show that fat-tree interconnection networks are one of the
most popular topologies. The particular characteristics of
this topology, that provide multiple alternative paths for
each source/destination pair, make it an excellent candidate for applying power consumption reduction techniques.
Such techniques are being increasingly applied in computer
systems and the interconnection network is not an exception, since its contribution to the system power budget is
not negligible. In this paper, we present a mechanism that
dynamically switches on and off network links as a function
of trafﬁc. The mechanism is designed to guarantee network
connectivity, according to the underlying routing algorithm.
In this way, the default routing algorithm can be used regardless of the power saving actions taken, thus simplifying
router design. Our simulation results show that signiﬁcant
network power consumption reductions can be obtained at
no cost. Latency remains the same although the number of
operating network links is dynamically adjusted.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Nowadays a growing number of high performance computing systems are clusters. This is the chosen architecture of 360 out of 500 systems listed in the November 2005
edition of the Top500 Supercomputers sites [1]. This represents 72% of the computers in the list (one year before,
only 58.8% of the systems in the list were clusters). A sig∗ This work was supported by Spanish MCYT under Grant TIC200308154-C06-01.
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niﬁcant fraction of these clusters use fat-tree interconnection networks due to its high bisection bandwidth and ease
of application mapping for arbitrary communication topologies [9]. But most applications have communication topology requirements that are far less than the total connectivity
provided by fat-trees. Vetter and Mueller show that applications that scale most efﬁciently to large numbers of processors use point-to-point communications patterns where the
average number of distinct destinations is relatively small
[16]. This provides strong evidence that many application
communication topologies exercise a small fraction of the
resources provided by fat-trees [10]. Moreover, trafﬁc in an
interconnection network exhibits high spatial and temporal
variance, giving rise to inactivity periods at several links in
the network [14]. Thus, there is a chance to reduce power
consumption by dynamically switching on/off links based
on their trafﬁc while running a set of applications. These
power reduction techniques are relevant if we take into account that the interconnection network consumes an important part of a cluster total power consumption. For example,
the routers and links in a Mellanox server blade, consume
almost the same power as that of a processor (15W), and is
about 37% of the total power budget [7].
Several power reduction techniques have been proposed
for interconnection networks. Most of them are based on
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS). DVS was originally proposed, and now is widely deployed, for microprocessors.
When applied to networks, this approach allows DVS links
to work in a discrete range of frequencies and supply voltages, which leads to different levels of power consumption in response to their trafﬁc utilization. For example,
Soteriou, Eisley and Peh propose a DVS model in which
links can take ten discrete frequency levels and corresponding voltage levels [12]. The history-based DVS policy pro-

poses to use past network utilization to predict future trafﬁc, therefore tuning dynamically link frequency and voltage to reduce network power consumption [11]. Chen et
al. use DVS policies in optoelectronic links [4]. Stine and
Carter compare DVS with the use of adaptive routing in
non DVS links, showing that, as long as the network provides enough bandwidth to meet the needs of the application, an adaptively-routed network can improve latency
with the same power consumption [15]. The drawback of
DVS is that it requires a sophisticated hardware mechanism
to ensure correct link operation during scaling. Moreover,
DVS links continue to consume power even while idle.
Other techniques are based on the use of on/off links that
are selectively switched on and off according to their utilization [7, 13, 14]. In order to avoid deadlocks, adaptive
routing algorithms must be used. Kim et al. also investigate
hybrid techniques based on both DVS and on/off links. The
idea is to shut down DVS links when trafﬁc drops to very
low levels [7].
Following a different approach, the DALW (Dynamically Adjusting Link Width) algorithm adjusts link width
according to network load [2]. As it never completely
switches off links, the same routing algorithm can be used
regardless of the power consumption level, which simpliﬁes the router design. Its main drawback is that average
packet latency is increased for low network loads due to the
bandwidth reduction derived from thinner links. A different
approach is proposed for interconnection networks that use
regular topologies based on high-degree switches [3]. The
power saving mechanism is based on aggregating the links
into trunk links and dynamically turning on and off network
links as a function of their trafﬁc. In this case the latency
penalty for low loads is signiﬁcantly lower than in DALW
since link bandwidth is not reduced.
In this paper, we present a new method to reduce power
consumption in fat-trees based on the use of on/off links.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
brieﬂy introduces the formal aspects of k-ary n-trees, a particular class of fat-trees, together with its routing basis. The
proposed power saving mechanism is described in Section
3. A simulation-based evaluation is presented in Section 4
and, ﬁnally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2

Fat-trees

A k-ary n-tree is composed of N = k n processing nodes
and S = nk n−1 k×k switches. Processing nodes are identiﬁed by p0 , p1 , . . . pn−1  where pi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and each switch is identiﬁed by
w0 , w1 , . . . wn−2 , l, where wi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} for
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 and l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} is the level of
the switch (0 is the root level).

• Two given switches, w0 , w1 , . . . wn−2 , l and

, l  are connected if and only if
w0 , w1 , . . . wn−2

l = l + 1 and wi = wi for all i = l. The link
connecting both switches is labeled with wl on the
level l switch and with k + wl on the l switch.
Thus, each switch has 2k outgoing links: k of these
connected to the level l + 1 switches or processing
nodes (down links) and the remaining k to the level
l − 1 switches (up links).
• There is a link between the switch in the bottom
level w0 , w1 , . . . wn−2 , n − 1 and the processing
node p0 , p1 , . . . pn−1  if and only if wi = pi ∀i ∈
{0 . . . n − 2}.
The labeling scheme shown in the previous deﬁnitions
makes the k-ary n-tree a delta network: any path starting from a level 0 switch and leading to a given node
p0 , p1 , . . . , pn−1  traverses the same sequence of edge labels: p0 , p1 , . . . , pn−1 [6]. An example of such labeling is
shown in Figure 1, for a quaternary fat-tree of dimension 3
(64-node network), that is, a 4-ary 3-tree.
Minimal routing between any pair of processing nodes
can be accomplished by sending the message to one of the
nearest common ancestor switches and from there to the
destination. Hence, each message experiences two routing
phases: an ascending phase, from the processing node to a
nearest common ancestor, followed by a descending phase
to the destination node. While the descending phase is necessarily deterministic, since there is a single path from a
nearest common ancestor switch to the destination, there
could be alternative routes to reach a nearest common ancestor. The availability of alternative routes makes it possible to randomly choose ascending links or even implementing an adaptive algorithm that makes a decision according
to the local state of the switch, avoiding congested links.
The latter option is used by the routing algorithm used by
the Quadrics interconnection network, one of the most popular commercial fat-tree based networks [8].

3

Description of the Power Saving Mechanism

The basic idea behind the proposed mechanism is dynamically switching links on/off as a function of the required network throughput. In our model, we consider bidirectional links that can be turned on/off in a given direction,
either ascending or descending. For doing so, every switch
in the network measures outgoing trafﬁc and controls the
status of the outgoing links depending on trafﬁc variations.
A subset of network links, which is deﬁned as the Minimal
Tree, cannot be switched off in order to maintain the network connectivity. As stated below, this bounds the achievable level of power saving.
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Figure 1. 4-ary 3-tree node, switch and edge labels.

Given a k-ary n-tree, the Minimal Tree (MT) is the subset of the k-ary n-tree composed of all the processing nodes,
a subset of the communication switches, and the edges between them, as deﬁned in Section 2.
A switch w0 , w1 , . . . wn−2 , l belongs to the MT if one
of the following properties holds:
1. l < n − 1 and wi = 0 ∀i ∈ {l, . . . , n − 2}.
2. l = n − 1 (all the switches in the level n − 1 belong to
the MT).
The Minimal Tree of a quaternary fat tree of dimension
3 (4-ary 3-tree) is shown in Figure 2.
The MT is composed of the switches that cannot be
turned off, as they provide the minimum paths needed to
maintain all the processing nodes connected. Within these
switches, all the down links, and the up link with index k
also belong to the Minimal Tree. Thus, there are k + 1 links
in the MT per switch in the MT (except the root switch:
only its k down links are in the MT). The links that connect
the N = k n processing nodes with the switches also belong
to the MT.
The number of switches in the MT is:
|M TS | = k n−1 + k n−2 + . . . + k + 1 =

n

1−k
1−k

The number of (unidirectional) links in the MT is:
|M TL | = (k + 1)|M TS | − 1 + k n = 2k|M TS |
Considering only the link power consumption, the minimum relative power consumption is given by the ratio between the number of links in the minimal tree and the total
number or links in the fat-tree:
pmin =

|M TS |
|M TL |
=
2kS
S

For a 4-ary 3-tree, |M TS | = 21, |M TL | = 168, and
pmin = 0.4375
Another key issue of the proposed mechanism is that it
allows the same routing algorithm to be used. In this way
the implementation of the network switches is greatly simpliﬁed.
The power saving mechanism controls the network links
state according to the following general rules:
• Up links: the utilization of the up links of a given
switch is used to decide whether to turn on or turn off
up links. This decision propagates upward to guarantee at least one path to level 0 switches (this is required
to provide a path to every destination), and downward
to guarantee descending routes to processors (for the
same reason).
• Down links: these links are turned on/off all at once.
Down links at a given switch are turned off when that
switch cannot receive descending trafﬁc, that is, when
all its input links (from upper or lower levels) have
been turned off. Those links will be turned on again
when an input link is turned on.
• A switch can be moved to a standby state in the case
that all the incoming links, both from the upper and
lower levels, are inactive. In this case, the only functionality needed is detecting the activation of an incoming link. In this paper we do not consider the additional power reduction that can be obtained by moving
the switches to the standby state.
Taking into account the above general considerations the
behavior of a given switch will be conditioned by its level
in the network.
Level n − 1 switches. All the switches in this level belong
to the Minimal Tree. For these switches, the utilization of each up link is measured. Periodically, the average utilization of all the up links in a switch, uup ,
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Figure 2. 4-ary 3-tree Minimal Tree.

is obtained. Two thresholds are deﬁned: Uoﬀ is the
turn off threshold, and Uon is the turn on threshold. If
uup < Uoﬀ one of the up links is turned off. The ﬁrst
link to be turned off is 2k − 1, then 2k − 2, and so on.
The link k cannot be turned off, as it belongs to the
MT and provides the minimum connectivity with the
upper level. When the load is low, this disconnection
sequence concentrates the trafﬁc in few switches at the
upper level, favoring the power saving strategy.
When uup > Uon , an inactive up link is turned on. The
selected link is the one with lower index.
Down links in level n − 1 cannot be turned off as they
belong to the MT and provide connectivity to the processing nodes.
Level 1 to n − 2 switches. If a switch belongs to the MT,
then it performs exactly as described for the switches
in level n − 1. All the switches that do not belong to
the MT use the following power saving mechanism.
When a switch detects that an input ascending link
(connected to a down port at this level) has been turned
off (initiates its transition from on to off), it turns off
an up link. Speciﬁcally, when it detects that the link
attached to port i is being turned off, it turns off the up
link i + k. As it will receive less trafﬁc from the lower
level, it needs less bandwidth to the upper level. This
policy achieves a balance between the incoming trafﬁc
from lower levels and the outgoing trafﬁc to upper levels. If all the incoming links from the lower level are
turned off, all the outgoing links to the upper level can
be disconnected, as the switch will not receive ascending trafﬁc.
When the switch detects that an incoming link from
the lower level is being turned on (it begins its transition from off to on), the switch immediately initiates
the turning on of the corresponding up link. Note that

both processes can take place simultaneously. Moreover, the connection of the up link could trigger more
reconnections in the upper levels.
Down links need a different approach as they do not
have the redundancy of the up links. A message can
not freely choose which down link to use in order to go
to the lower level, instead it must use the appropriate
down port (namely, a message addressed to a processing node p0 , p1 , . . . , pn−1  must use the pl port in the
level l). While a switch has active incoming links from
the upper or lower levels, all the down links must be in
the on state, as they provide the necessary connectivity
for the descendant messages.
When all the incoming links of the switch are turned
off, additional power saving could be achieved by
moving to the standby state and turning off different
switch components (e.g., buffers). As soon as one incoming link initiates its activation process, the switch
returns to the active state and all its down links are
turned on to provide descending paths to the processor nodes. In the particular case the switch is activated
by an ascending incoming link, in addition to all its
down links one up link is turned on too. This is necessary to guarantee ascending messages can reach all the
possible destinations.
Level 0 switches. Switches in this level do not have up
links. Only one switch in this level, 0, 0, . . . , 0, belongs to the Minimal Tree. This is the root of the
Minimal Tree. There is no need for any power saving mechanism in this switch because its output links
will be always active. For the other switches in this
level the following policy applies. When all the incoming links from the level 1 are turned off, all the
down links can be disconnected, as the switch will not
receive any trafﬁc. In this case, the switches can be
moved to a standby state, providing an additional re-

duction in power consumption.
The behavior of the system greatly relies on the pair of
thresholds (Uon and Uoﬀ ) used by the power saving mechanism. The effect of these two parameters can be analyzed
in terms of two complementary aspects:
• Mechanism aggressiveness: this is controlled by
the average value of the thresholds, Uavg (Uavg =
Uon +Uoff
). High average thresholds provide an ag2
gressive policy, since the mechanism keeps links disconnected even with high loads. On the other hand,
if Uavg is low, a conservative policy is applied since
power savings are only tried for low loads.
• Mechanism responsiveness: the hysteresis band, deﬁned by the difference Uon − Uoﬀ , controls the mechanism responsiveness against trafﬁc variations. Higher
hysteresis bands will require higher trafﬁc variations
for the mechanism to be activated, while lower trafﬁc
variations will not modify the system status, and vice
versa.
According to the above considerations, our proposal can
be tuned to meet different requirements by adjusting aggressiveness and responsiveness. However, a number of limitations apply to the set of possible threshold values. First of
all, Uon must be higher than Uoﬀ . In addition, it has to be
guaranteed that Uoﬀ > 0. Finally, an additional limitation
that depends on the particular system conﬁguration must be
taken into account. This constraint is conditioned by the
fraction of up link bandwidth available for each switch state.
We have performed an in-depth analysis of this effect for
high-degree switches [3]. The conclusions we obtained can
be easily translated to fat-tree networks. Every time an ascending link is turned off the load of the remaining active
links increases. The highest increase in load is produced
when moving from two ascending active links to one, when
the load is multiplied by two. In order to avoid cyclic state
transitions, Uon must be higher than or equal to 2 · Uoﬀ . In
the worst case, the increase on average up link utilization
when turning off up links will not be high enough to make
the links go back to the previous state.
The use of constant thresholds, simpliﬁes the implementation of the mechanism, as there is only necessary to compare with a unique pair of thresholds. Notice that this requires to measure the switch utilization (in the ascending
direction) considering the actual bandwidth of the on links.

4

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the power saving strategy
proposed in the paper. Using simulation, we study the existing trade-off between power reduction and latency. We

analyze the inﬂuence of the most important design parameters, namely thresholds Uon and Uoﬀ . The metrics used in
this study are the average latency of a message (measured
from generation to delivery time) and the relative power
consumption of the links as compared with the default system. Although the switches can be moved to the standby
state we do not measure the impact on power consumption
as we focused exclusively on the links.

4.1

Network model

Our simulator models a wormhole switching network at
the ﬂit level [5]. The network is composed of two types
of nodes, switch nodes and processor nodes. The switches
contain a routing control unit, a crossbar and as many physical links as indicated by the network arity. Physical channels are split into three virtual channels. Each virtual channel has an associated buffer with capacity for four ﬂits. Every switch implements the power saving mechanism presented in this paper. The results presented in this paper have
been obtained for quaternary fat-trees of dimension 3 (64
nodes).

4.2

Traﬃc model

The network load is deﬁned by several parameters: the
message generation rate at each node, the message size, and
the destination of each message.
The experiments reported in this section are used to analyze the static and dynamic behavior of the proposed power
saving mechanism. First, the network performance is evaluated by using a constant message generation rate. In this
case, the full range of trafﬁc, from low load to saturation
is evaluated. After that, experiments aimed at studying the
dynamic behavior of the network are presented. These tests
use variable generation rates during the simulation. In all
the experiments, a synthetic workload based on the uniform
distribution is used. All the nodes in the network have the
same behavior: the message inter arrival time is generated
according to the workload type, the message length is ﬁxed
to 16 ﬂits and, the destination node for each message is chosen among all the nodes in the network (except the source
node) with the same probability.

4.3

Parameters of the proposed mechanism

As explained in Section 3, at a given time the operational
level of a link depends on its utilization. The dynamics of
the model is driven by the off threshold Uoﬀ and the on
threshold Uon . In the following ﬁgures, we explore the design space by selecting different values of Uoﬀ and Uon in

4.4

Performance and power consumption
results

Several experiments have been conducted to analyze
the network behavior when the power saving mechanism
works with different average thresholds and, hence, different power saving policies. Average thresholds of 0.5, 0.6,
and 0.7 have been tested with hysteresis bands of 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.5. These test points, whose results are shown on Figure 4, provide system conﬁgurations with different aggressiveness and responsiveness properties. The labels on the
graphs indicate the thresholds in the format Uoﬀ − Uon . As
expected, higher power savings can be obtained when the
policy is more aggressive, that is, the trafﬁc necessary to
get the network to the full connected state (highest power
consumption) increases with higher uavg , as seen in Figure 4 (c). In addition, when keeping the average threshold
constant, the narrower the hysteresis band, the higher the
power saving; this is due to the increase in the off threshold
when reducing the hysteresis band, for a constant average,
that makes the switch to disconnect links with higher loads.
The minimum power consumption achieved for the reported
experiments is 50% of the nominal value which is consistent with the theoretical limit deﬁned in Section 3 that, for
a 4-ary 3-tree is 43.75%.
An important result is that there is no latency penalty
since the resulting latency when applying the power saving mechanism exactly matches the nominal latency, when
no power saving mechanism is applied. For the experiments
we have performed, no performance penalty have been measured. Only the graph with uavg = 0.5 is shown since
the latency is not affected by the mechanism (Figure 3).
This is due to the fact that the alternative paths fat-tree networks provide can be switched off for low network loads
while the Minimal Tree links still provide connectivity at

Average Message Latency from Generation (cycles)

order to achieve different goals of responsiveness and aggressiveness for the power saving mechanism.
On the other hand, a link cannot be instantaneously
turned on, but it requires a time Ton . Turning off a link
also needs some time Toﬀ to decrease the circuit voltage
level to zero. When a link is turned off, we assume that it
becomes immediately unavailable but it continues consuming power until Toﬀ cycles have elapsed. Similarly, when
a link is turned on, the new link is available to messages
after Ton cycles, but power consumption increases at once.
Based on the values reported by other authors, we have used
Ton = Toﬀ = 1000 clock cycles [7]. The state of the network is periodically checked to decide if it is necessary to
turn on or off any link. We use a period greater than Ton
and Toﬀ in order to allow network stabilization after the
changes. Speciﬁcally, the check period used is 2000 clock
cycles.
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Figure 3. Latency with uavg = 0.5.

full bandwidth. When the load increases links are rapidly
reconnected, providing additional bandwidth. As a result,
depending on the trafﬁc conditions of the network, links are
turned off and turned on reducing power consumption with
no impact on network latency.
In order to analyze the dynamic behavior of the proposed
mechanism, simulations using a two-level load have been
run. The simulation is initiated with low trafﬁc. After a
period of time, the load grows smoothly following a constant increase rate, up to a value seven times greater than the
initial load. This high load remains during 60000 cycles.
Then, the input trafﬁc decreases again with constant rate
down to the previous low load value. In this way, this test
can illustrate the system behavior under rising and falling
load slopes. The results are shown in Figure 5.
Initially all the links in the network are switched on. As
the initial trafﬁc is low, the power saving mechanism begins
to turn off links. This disconnection proceeds until switch
utilization balances with the power saving thresholds. At
this moment, the consumption of the network is reduced to a
67% of its nominal value (see Figure 5 (c), while latency remains constant (Figure 5 (b). As the trafﬁc grows, the power
consumption increases due to the reconnection of links that
have been previously turned off. Eventually, all links become active. When the trafﬁc reaches its highest value and
all links are fully operational, the latency becomes stable in
the same value achieved by the network when no power reduction technique is in use (Figure 3). The downward slope
of the trafﬁc is followed by a decrease in latency and power
consumption. As can be seen from the results the latency is
insensitive to the power saving mechanism.
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Figure 4. Results with constant uavg and different hysteresis ratios.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new mechanism to reduce
power consumption in interconnection networks that use
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Figure 5. Results with variable injection rates
and Uoﬀ = 0.3 and Uon = 0.65.

fat-tree topologies based on constant arity switches, k-ary
n-trees. One important contribution of our mechanism is
its simple implementation and the fact that the underlying

routing algorithm does not need to be changed.
Our results, obtained by simulation on a 4-ary 3-tree network show that signiﬁcant power savings can be obtained
with no performance penalty. This is a very powerful result
since any reduction in power consumption will be obtained
at no performance cost. The path diversity provided by fattree networks makes it possible to turn off some links when
the network load is low while alternative links provide their
full bandwidth.
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